Chaos Twins

A Group Quest by: Sean Hrncir

In 1989, Milton Bradley released the greatest fantasy board game of all-time, HeroQuest. During the next
few years fans of the game would photocopy their blank maps and icon pages, cut and paste, or pencil in to
design their own elaborate Quests in order to continue their heroic adventures. Then something
miraculous happened… the dawn of the Internet. It was in 1998 that a small Website was born. Dedicated
to HeroQuest fans the world over, many gathered at Agin's Inn, sharing their greatest adventures with
everyone.
We've come a long way since then… No longer are we dependant on the likes of bitmap programs like
MSPaint®. Software has improved greatly in the last decade and graphical programs such as Photoshop®
®
and CorelDRAW! are more common place. Through these, we may now reproduce these great
adventures in likeness of the ones we grew up with. The ones that so deeply grabbed our interest and drew
us into this great world that is HeroQuest.
It is our pleasure to present to all HeroQuest fans, the great Quests of Old. Throughout the year, we will be
releasing the Agin's Inn Classic Series. Great Quests re-created in a modern, universal format that is not
only pleasing to the eye, but will once again draw us back into the glory days of our youth and keep our
great fantasy game alive for generations to come.
~The Innkeepers of Ye Olde Inn
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The Chaos Twins
elcome Heroes. The Emperor is very proud of your efforts in weakening the evil
presence in the land. Alas, a new threat has quickly surfaced in our own
mountains.

Many years ago, Amanon and Keller were two well-known wizard brothers in the
kingdom. They used the power of magic for good and honor. Then one dark evening, they were
visited by Zargon, and were asked to join him in a plan to overthrow the Emperor. When the wizards
refused, Zargon cast an ultimate spell that turned the twin brothers into his loyal subjects, into two
very powerful Chaos Warriors.
Since then, many knights and champions have ventured to defeat the brothers, but none ever
returned. I beg you now to search the dungeons of the mountains, and slay the evil twins before all
the land is laid to waste.
Mentor
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Quest 1

The Treasure Vault
“Welcome heroes, this quest is the first of a very difficult
series of quests. Your goal here is to find an ancient
treasure room rumored to be buried in the mountains.
The emperor decreed you can keep all of the valuables

that you find, but be careful... the vault is surely to be
well guarded. Escape to the spiral staircase after you find
the treasure.”

NOTES:
The first Hero that searches the room for treasure will
find a map to the vault under the throne. Point to the
room marked "D".
The first Hero that searches for treasure will find a
potion on the bench. Whoever drinks it will gain 6 lost
Body Points.

On top of the rack is a pouch with 11 Gold Coins
inside.
On the mantle is a clear gray potion. It can revive up to
4 of a Hero's Body Points, may be used twice.

The Fimir knows the spell, Summon Orcs.
The Gargoyle has 8 Body Points and knows the spell,
Firestorm. The first Hero to search the room for
treasure finds the following: 1200 Gold Coins, 2
Longswords, 2 Crossbows, a pair of Dexterity Boots
(New Artifact Card) and Borin's Armor (Artifact Card).
Wandering Monster in this Quest:

Zombie
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Quest 2

The Chaos Orb
“The Emperor's messengers have confirmed the
location of a magic jewel, known as the Chaos Orb. It is
extremely powerful, and is a fine prize. You must

journey into this dungeon and find the jewel. Return it
to the spiral stairway, and you can keep it.”

NOTES:
There are 165 Gold Coins in the chest.
The first Hero to search for treasure will find the Wand
of Magic (Artifact Card) inside the tomb.
The Chaos Warriors in these 2 rooms carry a plague.
Any Heroes hurt by these Warriors lose 1 Body Point
at the end of each of their future turns, until the end of
the quest. Plague cannot be cured.

Wandering Monster in this Quest:

There is a Tool Kit, like the one in the armory, on the
rack.
There are 250 Gold Coins and a potion that will heal 2
Body Points in the chest.
In this treasure chest is the Chaos Orb (see New
Artifact Card). It should be given to the Wizard.

Skeleton
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Quest 3

Forgotten Castle
“Welcome heroes, in this quest you are to explore
Tremalus, a once-mighty castle, now abandoned.
This castle is a well-known checkpoint on the road to

Century Point, the stronghold where the Chaos Twins
keep their forces. You will start at the Grand Entrance.
Find the spiral staircase to complete your quest.”

NOTES:
The Heroes DO NOT start this quest at the spiral
staircase.

Count this as a separate room. The first Hero to search
for treasure will find 250 Gold Coins in the chest.

Line the Heroes up outside this door at the beginning,
this is where they start.

There are 250 Gold Coins in the chest, and a Titan
Sword (New Artifact Card) on the rack.

When a Hero searches for secret doors, the shelf slides
over to reveal the passageway.

This is the spiral staircase exit, the Heroes can only
finish here.

The chest is empty.

Wandering Monster in this Quest:

Orc
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Quest 4

Century Point
“The time for justice is upon us. This is the fortress of
Amanon and Keller, the evil Chaos Warriors who have
been plaguing the land. You must fight your way

through their army, and then end this terror.”

NOTES:
These doors are locked and cannot open.
There are 965 Gold Coins among the chests.
When a Hero opens the door to this room, put the two
Chaos Warriors on the board and read the following
aloud to the Heroes:

The Heroes have all been affected, even Heroes that
the Chaos Warriors cannot see. There is no successful
way to complete this quest, read the parchment on the
next page to continue. Heroes may not purchase any
items after this quest.

“These Chaos Warriors are Amanon and Keller. Upon
seeing you, they raise their hands in unison, and cast
The Spell of Souls on all four of you. You find
yourself drained of energy, and on the cold hard floor
of the dungeon. This adventure is over.”

Wandering Monster in this Quest:

Goblin
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Quest 5

The Great Escape
“You have been captured. You wake up to find that the
Dwarf and Wizard are missing, along with all of your
weapons, armor, money, and potions. Now you must

break free of your cell, find your missing equipment,
find your missing comrades, and then escape this
horrible dungeon via the staircase.”

NOTES:
The Elf and Barbarian start in the room with their icons. They
do not have any of their items on their character sheets, however
they do have all their starting Body Points. They roll 1 Combat
Die to Attack, and 2 Combat Dice for Defense. Heroes cannot
search for treasure in the cell.
The first Hero to search for treasure will find a small key under
the table.
If the Elf or Barbarian search for treasure here, they will each
find their own equipment. They may then start using their items
again. All of their Gold Coins are missing, these must be crossed
off the character sheets.
There are 440 Gold Coins, in a pile, on top of the rack.
The first Hero to search for treasure will find 2 potions on the
bench; each can restore 6 lost Body Points when consumed.

Wandering Monster in this Quest:

The chest is empty.
The 2 missing Heroes are chained up on the squares marked with
their icons. When the Elf or Barbarian walk into this room, the
chains are broken, and all Heroes may move around like normal.
However, the Wizard and Dwarf still don't have their equipment,
and therefore must roll 1 Combat Die to Attack and 2 Combat
Dice for Defense. The wooden door here is locked, and cannot
be opened without the key from room “A”. After a Hero unlocks
the next room, the key shatters and must be crossed off the
corresponding character sheet.
After the first Hero searches for treasure, the Dwarf and Wizard
may use all their items again like normal. Their gold is not here
though, and must be crossed off the character sheets. If no one
searches for treasure in this room, the Dwarf and Wizard lose
everything they own.

Fimir
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Quest 6

Search for the Wisdom Tunic
“Now that you have escaped from your entrapment,
you must again concentrate on defeating the Chaos
Twins. Before you battle them again, you will need

the Wisdom Tunic, it is the only protection against the
Spell of Souls. Find the tunic, find the exit, and then
prepare for a rematch with evil.”

NOTES:
The Heroes start lined up outside this door.

Through Rock Spell Scrolls.

Use the Chaos Room tile here. The chest is empty.

The first Hero to search for treasure will find 550 Gold
Coins in the chest.

The monsters in these 2 rooms are very skilled, and
may attack diagonally.
The Fimir knows the spell Command. There is
nothing here of use to the Heroes.
This is an evil Chaos Warlock that has the stats of a
Chaos Warrior and knows the following spells: Cloud
of Chaos, Summon Orcs, Summon Undead and
Command. The first Hero to search for treasure will
find two Veil of Mist Spell Scrolls and two Pass
Wandering Monster in this Quest:

There are 4 Wisdom Tunics (New Artifact Card), in the
cupboard.
This is the door the Heroes must use to exit; however,
it remains locked until the Heroes find the Wisdom
Tunic.

Chaos Warrior
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Quest 7

Return to Century Point
“This is it brave heroes, this is the showdown between
good and evil. Armed with the Wisdom Tunics, you
should have no problem stopping the Chaos Twin

Brothers this time. The emperor will pay 435 Gold
Coins for each of them that you kill. Good luck.”

NOTES:
On these squares put a rubble tile. These are cave-ins, so
you should treat them as normal walls.
The first Hero to search for treasure will find two
Courage Spell Scrolls and three Ball of Flame Spell
Scrolls.

Ball of Flame, Lightning Bolt and Escape (this will
take Keller to square marked “X” in the room with the
fireplace, don't put him on the board until heroes open
the door to this room). On each of his turns, he may cast
a spell on any hero on the game board. The Hero who
kills Keller may take 5 Mage's Rings that he was
wearing.

There is a silver key in a bench drawer.
The Chaos Warrior in this room is Keller, the weaker of
the 2 brothers. He has the following stats:
Movement
6

Attack
4

Defend
5

Body
12

Mind
10

Keller also knows the following spells: Command,
Summon Undead, Cloud of Chaos, Rust, Tempest,
Wandering Monster in this Quest:

This door is made of stone and is locked. It can only be
opened with the silver key from the room marked “C.”
The first Hero to search for treasure will find 217 Gold
Coins and three Magical Throwing Daggers among the
chests.
The Heroes must exit through this door.
Goblin
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Quest 8

The Hostages
“It was unexpected that the brothers did not fight as a team,
however there are more pressing matters at hand. Zargon's
forces have captured four of the Emperor's Goblin spies. The

Goblins are hidden deep within the Undead Mountain Dungeon.
Split up and you will find the captives faster. You will be paid
200 Gold Coins for each spy escorted to the spiral staircase.”

NOTES:
The Wizard and Elf start at the staircase, while the other
2 Heroes start outside the door on the edge of the board.
The first Hero to search for treasure will find a gold key.
Place a skull tile on the square marked “B,” the Heroes
may not step on this tile. This is an Undead Generator.
On each of Zargon's turns, he can move one undead
monster out of the tile. If Zargon runs out of undead
monsters, the generator pauses until more are available.
The type of undead monster is Zargon's choice.

The Orcs in this room each know the Chaos Spell Rust.
Heroes may not open the door to this room without the
gold key. The 4 Goblins here are the hostages, they may
not move. They roll 2 Combat Dice in defense and have 2
Body Points (the Heroes defend for the Goblins;
however, they still must roll a Black Shield to block hits).
After the Heroes open the door to this room, Zargon will
try to kill the spies on his turns via his monsters. After the
monsters in this room are killed, the remaining Goblins
are unchained and may move around freely 8 spaces per
turn (controlled by the Heroes).

The first Hero to search for treasure will find a Pass
Through Rock Spell Scroll (artifact sheet).

Wandering Monster in this Quest:

2 Skeletons
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Quest 9

The Search Continues
“Word has it that Amanon has recently visited this
underground stronghold. He is very upset that his
brother was killed, so tread carefully. Find the last

wizard brother, or proof of where he is hiding.”

NOTES:
The Heroes DO NOT start this quest at the spiral staircase.

Line the Heroes up outside this door at the beginning, this
is where they start.
The monsters in this room are well trained and may attack
diagonally.
Put two skull tiles on the squares marked “C”. These are
Undead Generators identical to the ones found in Quest 8.
On Zargon's turn, he may pull a monster from each tile.
The Fimir has 8 Body Points and may choose to target any
Hero he can “see” each turn instead of attacking. The
targeted Hero loses 1 Body Point, cannot defend. Whoever
kills the Fimir will receive 5 Magical Throwing Daggers.
Wandering Monster in this Quest:

The Fimir has 9 Body Points and knows the spell Ball of
Flame, which he may cast once every turn. Whoever kills
the Fimir will receive four Ball of Flame Spell Scrolls.
The Fimir knows the following spells: Command,
Summon Orcs, Cloud of Chaos and Tempest. He also
has the following stats:
Movement
4

Attack
5

Defend
5

Body
10

Mind
3

The first Hero to search for treasure will find papers that
state Amanon's lair is a castle in the Dark Wasteland.
Heroes exit via this staircase.

Skeleton
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Quest 10

Amanon’s Fortress
“The four of you venture out to the desert, past the Dark
Wasteland, into a huge stone castle. The castle is riddled with
the bones of forgotten heroes. There are warning signs written in
blood on every door you see. This is the castle of Amanon, a very

angered and vengeful Chaos Warrior. He has had time to prepare
for you, so there will surely be danger at every corner. Good luck,
you'll need it.”

NOTES:
All of the enemies in this quest are very well trained and
may attack diagonally.
Heroes begin lined up outside this door.
These 2 doors cannot be opened without the Chaos key.
This door cannot be opened without the Undead key.
Each Gargoyle in this quest has 5 Body Points and knows
the spell Cloud of Chaos.

Every Orc in this room knows the spell Rust.
Use the Chaos Room tile here. The Chaos Warrior is
Amanon, he has the following stats:
Movement Attack
Defend
Body
Mind
8
6
6
16
12
He also knows 11 Chaos spells (all except Escape). After
the Heroes defeat him, the quest is over. They each
receive 195 Gold Coins from the Emperor. Peace is
restored to the land… for now.

The first Hero to search for treasure will find the Undead
key and 3 pairs of Dexterity Boots (New Artifact Card).
The Chaos key is in this chest.
Wandering Monster in this Quest:

2 Mummies
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This spell may be cast on any one Hero,
including yourself. That Hero may
then move through walls on his next
move. He may move through as many
walls as his dice roll allows. Caution!
There are shaded areas on each Quest
map which indicate solid rock. If a
Hero ends his move in one of these
areas, he is trapped forever!
May be used by any Hero.
Scroll crumbles to dust after it is used.

This spell may be cast on any one
Hero, including yourself. On the
Hero’s next move, he may move
unseen through spaces that are
occupied by monsters.
Scroll crumbles to dust after
it is used.

Pass Through Rock

Veil of Mist

Chaos Twins

This spell may be cast on any Hero,
including yourself. The next time
that Hero attacks, he may roll 2
extra Combat Dice. The spell is
broken the moment the Hero can
no longer “see” a monster.
May be used by any Hero.
Scroll crumbles to dust after
it is used.

This spell may be cast on any one
monster, enveloping it in a ball of
fire. It will inflict 2 Body Points of
damage. The monster then rolls
2d6. For each 5 or 6 rolled, the
damage is reduced by 1 point.
May be used by any Hero.
Scroll crumbles to dust after
it is used.
Chaos Twins

Courage

Ball of Flame
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You may not use a Shield when
wielding this weapon.
May not be used by the Wizard.
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May not be combined with Plate
Mail. The spell Swift Wind may not
be cast on a Hero wearing these
boots.

A Hero wearing these boots may
move double the amount shown on
the red dice when ever he rolls
‘doubles’.

Chaos Twins

This giant, glowing sword gives
you the attack strength of 4 Combat
Dice. Because of it’s length, the
Titan Sword enables you to attack
diagonally.
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Dexterity Boots

Chaos Twins

Titan Sword
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This piece of clothing is golden in
color. It will increase the wearer’s
Mind Points by 1.

This small crystal sphere may be used
on your turn to attack any monster that
you can “see”. Roll one Combat Die, if
you roll a White Shield your target is
paralyzed. A paralyzed monster may not
attack, cast spells or move on his next
turn. He may still defend as normal.
May ONLY be used by the Wizard. The
orb may not target Heroes, even Heroes
under Zargon’s command. Using this
item counts as an action.

A Hero cannot wear more than one
tunic. May be combined with the
Talisman of Lore.

Wisdom Tunic

Chaos Orb

Chaos Twins

COST: 200 Gold Coins
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COST: 300 Gold Coins
Chaos Twins

These potions are so powerful,
each Hero may only use these once
per Quest.
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After drinking this silver liquid, a
Hero will roll 1 extra Combat Die
when attacking AND 1 extra
Combat Die when defending.
The potions effects will last until
the Hero suffers one Body Point of
damage.

Chaos Twins

Drink this clear potion and no
enemy may hurt you on Zargon’s
next turn.
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Hover Potion

Chaos Twins

Battle Potion
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COST: 150 Gold Coins
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COST: 150 Gold Coins
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COST: 200 Gold Coins
Chaos Twins

This blood-red drink will restore 1
lost Body Point. Will also allow the
Hero to roll with 5 Combat Dice
the next time he attacks an adjacent
Monster.
May not be used by the Wizard.

Chaos Twins

This potion is thick, black and tastes
most foul. If consumed, the Hero will
be allowed to teleport back to any room
that has already been explored. The
Hero may place his figure anywhere in
that room, however, placing the figure
on a trap tile will still set off the trap.
Monster cannot occupy the room.
Using this potion counts as an action.
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Knight’s Ale

Chaos Twins

COST: 250 Gold Coins

This jewel is to be used just before
a Hero’s turn. It will allow him to
move and then perform up to 3
action OR perform up to 3 actions
and then move.
May only be used once.

Haste Amulet

Dragon’s Alchemy
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COST: 100 Gold Coins

May only be used once.

May only be thrown.

COST: 100 Gold Coins

This magical ring will allow the
Wizard or Elf to cast a spell on a
Hero or a Monster anywhere on the
board, even if they are not in the
spell-caster’s line of sight.

May be used to attack any one
monster a Hero can “see”. The
Monster loses 1 Body Point and
may not defend.
The dagger is lost after 1 use.

This ring automatically disarms the
next trap that you step on. It will
not work for traps that have already
been sprung.
The ring breaks after is disarms the
trap.

Mage’s Ring

Magical Throwing Dagger

Trap Ring
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